
Protect everything from top to bottom! Ergonomic mouse pads,
smart foot and wrist support and floor protection that prevents unnecessary wear.

ERGONOMIC PRODUCtS 
AND FlOOR PROtECtION
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PRODUCt INFORMAtION

Art.No Colour Price €Size/Description
(all dimensions in mm)

122020

122010

122006

121020

121001

121010

121011
121012

124001

122011

121002

(122010 + 122011)

W. 480   h. 21   D. 270

l. 670   h. 20   D. 230

l. 500   h. 19   D. 105

l. 495   h. 16   D. 80

l. 700   h. 19   D. 105

Wrist support
Mouse pad

l. 375   h. 260

black

black

black

black

black

black

black
black

grey

black

black

151,66

139,98

110,61

22,19

10,93

6,65

5,57
3,86

66,67

17,47

7,61

Asymmetrical arm rest + mouse pad Value pack

Asymmetrical arm rest

Simple Rest

Wrist Support 2003

Gel Keyboard HC 2013

Combined Wrist support/Mouse pad Value pack

Document holder

Asymmetrical mouse pad

Gel Mouse HC 2040

Asymmetrical arm rest, filled with cellular polyethylene, covered with 
vinyl. Removable attachment arm. Bottomplate made from 4 mm 
sheet-metal.

Formed mouse pad made to fit the Asymmetrical arm rest above, 
can be used on both sides (left and right hand). Filled with cellular 
polyethylene, covered with vinyl.

Traditional arm rest. Holders can be adjusted for round tables. 
Covered with Lycra fabric.

Wrist support, extra deep, filled with gel.

Wrist support filled with gel, covered with Lycra fabric.

Wrist support filled with gel, mouse pad made from
cellular polyethylene.

Drop-shaped mouse pad filled with formed gel, covered with 
Lycra fabric.

SIMPlE RESt 
traditional armrest with great 
support and depth. Covered 
with strong lycrafabric.

WRISt SUPPORt/MOUSE 
PAD 
Extra long wrist support with a separate,
movable mouse pad in the same height
as the wrist support, gently sloping with
extra depth.

ASYMMEtRICAl 
ARM RESt 

  Always have your keyboard directly in front of you. 
Movable mouse pad for working with both left and 
right hand.

DOCUMENt hOlDER

WRISt SUPPORt 2003
the support helps the wrist to work at
the same height as the keyboard. Gently
sloping with extra depth.
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PRODUCt INFORMAtION

Art.No Colour Price €Size/Description
(all dimensions in mm)

180000
180001

125001

233030
233040
233050

130710
130730
130740

232770

233770

132750
132760
132780

233000
233010
233020

132730
132740

130750
130760
130770

232010
232020

640x480 mm
600x900 mm

l. 530 W. 360 h. 125

1200x1000 mm
1200x1500 mm
1200x2000 mm

  900x1200 mm
1200x1500 mm
1200x1800 mm

1220x1520 mm

1220x1520 mm

  900x1200 mm
1200x1500 mm
1200x1800 mm

1200x1000 mm
1200x1500 mm
1200x2000 mm

1200x1500 mm
1200x2000 mm

  900x1200 mm
1200x1500 mm
1200x1800 mm

  910x1220 mm
1520x1220 mm

dark grey
dark grey

svart

99,36
107,82

87,67

55,63
74,92
89,71

104,93
139,98
175,13

181,35

181,35

68,17
120,47
147,70

45,34
65,81
77,17

139,98
175,13

68,17
120,47
147,70

238,26
315,65

Bubble

Foot support

Floor protection Standard (for plain floors)

Floor protection made from environment friendly polycarbonate.
For plain floors, 100% recyclable.

Floor protection made from environment friendly polycarbonate.
For carpet covered floors, 100% recyclable.

Floor protection Oval (for plain floors)

Floor protection Oval (for carpet covered floors)

Floor protection pET (for plain floors)

Floor protection Standard (for carpet covered floors)

Floor protection pET (for carpet covered floors)

Combined Floor protection sit and stand

Ergonomic soft mat with massage function.
Pvc-free polyuretan.

Strong bended metal tube, 16 mm rubber covered
wooden plate.

Combined transparent floor protection/ergonomic
mat for desks that can be raised and lowered. Thickness
4 + 9 mm. Suits both plain floors and carpet covered floors.

Rectangular transparent floor protection made of high 
quality polyvinyl, thickness 3 mm, delivery of 1 piece in 
cardboard packaging,

Rectangular transparent floor protection made of high 
quality polyvinyl, thickness 3 mm, delivery of 1 piece in 
cardboard packaging,

Produced in 100% recycable PET material. 

Produced in 100% recycable PET material.

think of the
environment!

think of the
environment!

FlOOR PROtECtION 
DESIGN OVAl   
Developed in high quality, 
designed to fit into the modern 
offices of today.

FlOOR PROtECtION 
StANDARD
Rectangular, transparent for both 
plain floors and carpet covered 
floors.

FOOt SUPPORt
Possible to angle, covered with
durable rubber mat.

BUBBlE
Ergonomic shaped mat with 
massage function, suits your sit 
and stand desk.

FlOOR PROtECtION PEt
100 % recyclable transparent floor protection mat (PEt). to protect the floor and for
better chair movement on carpets etc.

transparent mat
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